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The requirement of time synchronization emerged in distributed systems remains one of the most signif-
icant issues that should be addressed to the extent of that systems evolve. As clock synchronization is
important for any type of network, Vehicular Ad hoc networks (VANETs) are being considered for their
basic communication platforms, but also for providing the ability to detect movement, location, proxim-
ity, and other network capabilities. The intrinsic characteristics of VANETs like: the high speed of nodes
and the lack of permanent network connectivity generated by an instable environment, which make
communication difficult or temporarily impossible, have created new challenges. These challenges make
solutions that have been already proposed for classical networks no longer appropriate. Therefore, to
overcome this deficiency, new and adaptive clock synchronization mechanisms should be devised and
implemented, dealing so with communication and scalability issues. In this paper, we propose ‘‘Offsets
Table Robust Broadcasting” (OTRB) algorithm. In this algorithm, instead to each node communicates with
its vicinity, a set of nodes is selected to spread the time information over the entire network. The pro-
posed time synchronization protocol is well-adapted to random network topology changes, high nodal
velocity while offering good precision and robustness against nodal failure and packet loss. The analytical
study and protocol simulation for evaluating the system performance, carried out by a combination of
VanetMobiSim and NS2 simulators, have yielded convincing results, outperforming those exhibited by
the basic referred protocols.

� 2017 Elsevier GmbH. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Recent advances in technologies enable a variety of objects,
such as laptop computers, smartphones, wearable sensors, vehicles
and other smart devices, to interact with each other easily and
effectively via wireless ad hoc networks. Wireless ad hoc network
cut across many applications that improve and facilitate human
lifestyle. Among these applications are the healthcare, industrial,
social, transportation and communication industries. The integra-
tion of mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) in transportation means
brings a new paradigm called Intelligent Transportation Systems
(ITS). The ITS advocates safety, efficiency, conviviality and perfor-
mance when driving.

Vehicular Ad hoc NETworks (VANETs), a sub-class of MANETs,
consider vehicles as mobile nodes. Nodes in VANETs are character-
ized by high-velocity and predictable movement in open space
areas (roads). VANET applications can be divided into two major
categories: safety and user applications. The safety applications
increase road safety using traffic information systems to prevent
accidents and road collisions. The user applications provide addi-
tional, interesting and useful on-road services that aim to increase
passenger comfort via Internet connectivity, mobile applications,
multimedia and peer-to-peer applications.

Recently, VANET design and modeling have drawn significant
attention in large scale networks such as future Internet of Vehicles
(IoV). The ideal solutions applied in wireless ad hoc networks field
cannot be directly integrated in vehicular communications context.
This is mainly due to the high-mobility of vehicles, which fre-
quently changes the network topology. Also, roads infrastructure
(intersection, traffic jams, and the presence of buildings beside
the roads) imposes new constraints, like radio obstacles, the effects
of multipath and fading, disconnection in sparse areas, and the
bandwidth issue.

VANETs constitute an emergent and attractive research field;
however, some obstacles are slowing down their development
leading to their lack of maturity. Among these obstacles, we can
mention some of issues, which remain without satisfactory
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solutions, like: security, connectivity, robustness, reliable commu-
nication, and time synchronization. Our study considers time syn-
chronization and to point out the problem let us use an example:

When an urgent event is detected by a node Ni, it will be
directly delivered to its neighbors Nj and Nk. Since the node clocks
are non-synchronized, then node Nj will get an urgent event noti-
fication at 10:11 PM, while node Nk will receive it at 00:01 AM. The
serious problem encountered by such a case is that the recipient
nodes find difficulties in making consistent decisions about the
arriving messages. They cannot distinguish whether the received
real-time data is recent or out-of-date. This generates decision-
making errors in the environment in case of deleting a recent
real-time packet because it appeared to be outdated. For that rea-
son, clock synchronization is one of the most significant issues that
must be addressed, especially in distributed environments. To
avoid such problems, node clocks must be accurately synchronized
to correctly maintain the event causality property.

Time scheduling protocols are put in place to avoid communica-
tion collisions. If the distributed node clocks are non-synchronized,
time scheduling protocols do not make sense since node clocks are
not synchronized with one another.

Synchronization is a vital concern that must be taken into con-
sideration when evaluating a performance system. Communica-
tion, coordination, security services all strongly depend on
synchronized clocks of the different nodes in the network. A search
of specialized literature revealed that the most recent research
focused on addressing the following issues: how to rapidly dissem-
inate emergency messages [1,2], how to optimize data transfer
from a source to a specific destination [3–8], and how to control
channel medium access [9–15]. Also, wireless mobile services
and applications have paid more attention last few years
[16–20]. Unfortunately, there is a remarkable lack solutions for
the clock synchronization problem in VANETs. For such a reason,
this paper brings new solution in satisfactory solving such prob-
lems in unstable environments like VANETs. A suitable clock syn-
chronization protocol improves VANET requirements. Among
these requirements are: low-cost low-message overhead, short
time convergence (time convergence is the time taken to synchro-
nize the network), scalability, precision, and long synchronization
lifetime. Robustness or fault tolerance are also essential criterion
that must be taken into consideration when designing the protocol.
Fault tolerance defines the ability of the network to maintain its
functionality in case of failure. The accuracy of the synchronization
protocol is important, but accurate clock synchronization between
neighboring nodes is also of great importance. Most of protocols in
state-of-the-art systems are designed to optimize the global skew
of nodes using hierarchical architectures (e.g., clustering, like in
[21,22], or spanning tree, like in [23]), which ensures that some
neighboring nodes are not well synchronized because the error
propagates down at different rates on different paths. Indeed, in
spanning tree structures, it is very difficult to maintain highly
dynamic networks, like VANETs, as every hop increases the syn-
chronization error. On the other hand, in other protocols like RBS
[24] and GTSP [25], synchronizing direct neighbors using timing
message exchange generates more overhead and leads to transmis-
sion channel interfering.

The proposed protocol, called Offset Table Robust Broadcasting
(OTRB), provides an accurate and fault-tolerant time synchroniza-
tion in distributed fashion, focusing on direct neighbor synchro-
nization in which, every node runs with the value of its local
clock, but maintains the time information needed to synchronize
other nodes for different purposes (e.g., point to point communica-
tions, medium access control and security). The solution exploits
the broadcasting channel to synchronize neighbor clocks without
exchanging any time information between them, which minimizes
the communication overhead and minimizes the number of deliv-
ered messages to each node.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
provides an overview about the previous work related to clock syn-
chronization in VANETs. Sections 3 and 4 present our contribution,
OTRB. Section 5 discusses the validation and the simulation results.
The last section concludes our work and illustrates the future
perspectives.

2. Related work

Based on the way that nodes exchange time information, clock
synchronization protocols can be classified into the following three
approaches: burst position measurement, continuous correlation
of timing signals, and clock-sampling methods [26]. Burst position
measurement-based protocols rely on the periodic transmission of
bursts or pulses. Each node measures the power associated with
these pulses, and the delay of the detected pulses with respect of
its local burst. The difference is used to correct its local clock.
The papers [27–30] are examples of protocols relying on the burst
position method, where the purpose is to allow all nodes transmit
their periodic pulses simultaneously, to mark the start of the
packet data slots. The transmission of pulses has the disadvantage
of requiring a large bandwidth, and possibly a dedicated channel
[26]. In continuous correlation of timing signal-based protocols,
each node continuously transmits a sequence of signals and com-
putes the phase offset according to the receiving sequences. For
instance, a clock can drive a Pseudo-Noise sequence generator,
and this sequence can be transmitted to other nodes. Many-to-
one mapping is needed to extract the correction term used to
adjust the local clock. In clock sampling-based protocols, the infor-
mation exchanged is the clock value. Each node reads the time of
its local clock and transmits it to neighboring nodes. When receiv-
ing this information, each node performs certain operations,
depending on the clock model, to synchronize its local clock.
Because they are greater than the burst-position measurement
and continuous correlation methods, in term of simplicity, clock-
sampling synchronization protocols are widely used in distributed
systems [10,21–25,31–36].

Table 1 hereafter compares the related work regarding a valu-
able criterion on vehicular environment including the scalability
of the solution, communication overhead, fault-tolerance, neigh-
bors synchronization, the average error, GPS requirement and the
resynchronization period.

� Reference Broadcast Synchronization (RBS). The well-known ref-
erence broadcast synchronization (RBS) algorithm, introduced
by Elson et al., initiates the receiver-receiver message exchange
handshake to synchronize neighboring clocks in WSN networks
[24]. The main purpose is to benefit from the broadcasting
channel to reduce the synchronization error caused by the
non-determinism in transmission delays. A sender, called the
reference node, broadcasts a beacon to initiate the synchroniza-
tion process. Each receiver notes the synchronization packet
receiving instance, and waits for a random period to exchange
the relevant timestamps with its neighbors. Using these times-
tamps, each node estimates the relative phase offset. To
improve the algorithm’s accuracy, the reference node broad-
casts multiple synchronization packets, and the average of the
offset is calculated. However, since each node must exchange
its timing information, RBS protocols requires a large amount
of communication overhead to synchronize networks with high
node density. A large communication overhead influences the
protocol’s latency. These properties make RBS non-scalable over
large scale networks, such as VANET networks.



Table 1
Table of comparison.

Protocol RBS CTS DTT HCS Diffusive clock synchronization
in highly dynamic networks

JSL

Scalability No Yes Yes Yes No No
Mobility handle No Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Average overhead Oðn2Þ OðnÞ OðnÞ OðnÞ Oðn2Þ burst OðnÞ
Average error 29:1 ls – 16:9 ls – – 16:9 ls
Fault tolerant No No No No No No
Neighbors synchronization Yes Cluster based Yes Cluster based Yes Tree based
Resynchronization period When new node arrives Every 3 s – Every 3 s –
GPS requirement No Yes No Yes No No
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� Converging time synchronization (CTS). In [21], Saurabh et al. pro-
posed a new scheme that aims to synchronize node clocks in
VANETs. The so-called Converging Time Synchronization proto-
col (CTS) performs time synchronization in master/slave mode
to synchronize the largest group of nodes. The algorithm contin-
uously executes the following steps every three seconds. Ini-
tially, any node can randomly initiate the synchronization
process by broadcasting a synchronization packet to its neigh-
bors. A neighbor’s reply will be used by the initiator node to
select the sponsor. The sponsor node corresponds to the node
with the largest synchronized group. This latter broadcasts an
adjustment message to all its neighbors. The adjustment mes-
sage contains the synchronized group, and the sponsor’s time
difference with respect of a standard like GSM or UTC time. Each
node, when it receives the adjustment message, updates its syn-
chronized group and adjusts the time deviation in accordance to
the sponsor node.
Dahlia et al., in [22], adopt the idea of the CTS protocol to syn-
chronize nodes’ clocks in a hybrid VANETs architecture by using
the Hybrid Clock Synchronization (HCS) protocol. In the pro-
posed architecture, nodes can be ordinary vehicles, sensors, or
road-side units (RSUs).
In contrast to the RBS protocol, CTS and HCS protocols show
better performances over the density and the velocity of vehi-
cles. Also, new arrival nodes could simply get synchronized to
the existing group, while RBS algorithm must restart the
synchronization process whenever new vehicles arrive.
Nevertheless, simulation results show that the algorithm
latency converges with the nodes’ velocity. As mentioned ear-
lier, both CTS and HCS protocols aim to synchronize the largest
group of nodes with one another. But, neighboring nodes, which
are not in the same group, are not well synchronized, which
increase the average synchronization error.

� Diffusive clock synchronization in highly dynamic networks. In
[35], the authors focused their work on presenting a diffusive
clock synchronization algorithm that communicates via pulses
only. Computation evolves in rounds. At each round k, a node
i broadcasts its pulse and waits for its local clock to increase
by a constant R before adjusting to a correct offset. This action
assumes that a node i always receives its own pulses. The gen-
eration of the round kþ 1 pulses depends only on the received k
pulses. To ensure that all nodes receive all round k pulses of
their incoming neighbors before they broadcast their round
kþ 1 pulses, the term R must be large enough. The correcting
term is a weighted average of the time differences of received
round k pulses:
tiðkþ 1Þ ¼ tiðkÞ þ Tiðkþ 1Þ þ corriðkþ 1Þ

where tiðkÞ is the real-time node i broadcasts its own pulse,

ð1� .ÞR 6 Tiðkþ 1Þ 6 1þ .ÞR
And, . 2 ½0;1� is the drift of the clock.
Therefore, each node transmits its pulse to other nodes. In addi-
tion to the large communication overhead, the transmission of
pulses requires large bandwidth.

� Joint Synchronization Localization (JSL). A new scheme that
jointly issues the time synchronization and the localization
problems in under-water sensor networks (UWSNs) was pro-
posed by the authors of [23]. The proposed protocol, called Joint
Synchronization and Localization (JSL) performs the synchro-
nization and the localization in rounds. At each round, the out-
put of the synchronization is sent back as the input/outputs of
the localization is fed back as the input of synchronization exits
for the next round. The network architecture consists of surface
buoys equipped with a GPS, anchor nodes, powerful sensor
nodes, which can communicate with the surface buoys, and
ordinary nodes, which are those sensor nodes used for autono-
mous underwater vehicles (AUVs). Both surface buoys and
anchor nodes act as reference nodes. Considering the critical
challenges brought about by the nature of the environment,
such as the stratification effects of the water medium on the
propagation delay and nodal mobility, the algorithm performs
the synchronization in three phases: propagation delay estima-
tion, linear regression and propagation delay update. In linear
regression phase, sender/receiver messages are exchanged
between the reference and the ordinary nodes. The timestamps
collected are used to update the estimated clock skew and the
offset. The sender/receiver mechanism, used to exchange the
timing information between the reference and any other node,
generates more communication overhead. The number of mes-
sages will increase to maintain the frequent change on the net-
work topology, mainly due to the high mobility of nodes in such
environments, like VANETs.

� Time Table Diffusion protocol. The Time Table Diffusion (TTD)
protocol proposed by Medani et al., provides time synchroniza-
tion among the nodes in vehicular ad hoc network in dis-
tributed fashion [34]. The fact that each node exchanges its
time information, like in RBS and JSL protocols, generates more
communication overhead. The solution improves the ability of
nodes to synchronize without any message exchanged between
them. The main idea is to set a group of nodes to spread the
time information over the networks. In general, TTD algorithm
works in four principle phases. A set of nodes, called transporter
nodes, broadcast a synchronization packet to initiate the syn-
chronization process. The sender’s receiver mechanism is used
by the transporter node to estimate the clock’s offset relative
to its neighbors. Then, the transporter node broadcasts these
offsets to its neighbors, allowing them to synchronize with each
other without message exchange. Simulation results show that
the proposed protocol has better performance in term of time
convergence and message overhead with respect to the main
constraining properties of VANETs, which are the high density
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and velocity of nodes. However, the protocol lack of the robust-
ness over nodes failure.

The work presented in this paper attempts to eliminate the
drawbacks of the related work. Among these drawbacks are: large
communication overhead and time convergence, synchronization
of neighbor nodes, and the lack in fault-tolerance. The solution is
an extension of our previous work TTD [34]. In the following sec-
tions, we aim to analyze TTD solution, which our goal is to enhance
TTD performance in case of nodes failures. The enhanced OTRB
protocol considers failures in both communication and clock
models.
Fig. 2. TTD protocol flowchart.
3. Time synchronization using time table diffusion protocol

Time table diffusion protocol (TTD) provides time synchroniza-
tion in vehicular ad hoc networks independently of the network
topology [34]. The main idea is to set a group of nodes to spread
the timing information. Based only on vehicle to vehicle communi-
cations (V2VC), TTD algorithm performs time synchronization in
the following steps. Initially, any node can randomly initiate the
synchronization process and broadcasts a synchronization packet
to its two-hops neighbors. Other nodes, mark the packet receiving
instance using their local clocks and send a reply message. The ini-
tiator, say transporter node, relies on the offset delay estimation
method to calculate the offset relative to node i (see Fig. 1), as well
as, the offsets relatives to all its neighbors.

The initiator node broadcasts the time information, in table
form, to its neighbors, allowing them to synchronize each other
without any message exchange. Each node runs repeatedly while
the algorithm runs using a fixed amount of time to deal with the
mobility of nodes and to prevent clock drift. Fig. 2 hereafter encap-
sulates the synchronization process using the TTD protocol in a
single round.

As in the example shown by Fig. 3, nodes 0 and 5 are two trans-
porter nodes. They broadcast a synchronization request to its
neighbors 1, 2, 3, 4 and 1, 3, 4, 6 respectively. After they receive
all the responses from its neighbors, the transporter nodes esti-
mate and broadcast the offsets relative to its neighbors. Fig. 3
shows the synchronized group of each node. Nodes 1, 3 and 4 syn-
chronize with the two groups because they are in the scope of the
two transporter nodes.

The most important requirement in VANET protocol design the
convergence time and the average overhead with respect to the
parameter of vehicles density. The number of messages generated
by the synchronization process is important because it may
influence the network behavior positively (i.e., messages flow
smoothly and easily over the network) or negatively (i.e., messages
contribute to network congestion). The convergence time is
the time it takes to synchronize the network. For analyzing the
Fig. 1. Offset delay estim
performances of the TTD proposal, we calculate the number of
messages and the convergence time as below:

� The number of messages (nbMsg) generated to execute the TTD
algorithm is estimated as follows:
ati
nbMsg ¼
Xnt�1

i¼0

ðNi þ 2Þ ð1Þ

where nt is the number of transporter nodes in the current
round, and Ni is the number of neighbors of the transporter
node.
Suppose there are nt number of transporter nodes in the current
round. The number of messages generated to initiate the syn-
chronization process is equal to nt , i.e., the number of trans-
porter nodes. Neighbors responses phase generates several
messages equal to the number of neighbors of all the transporter

nodes,
Pnt�1

i¼0 Ni. In addition, each transporter node broadcasts its
time table, which generates nt time table messages. The total
number of messages generated to accomplish the synchroniza-
tion process is given by:
on mechanism.



Fig. 3. Illustrative example explaining TTD protocol.
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nbMsg ¼ nt þ
Xnt�1

i¼0

Ni þ nt

After simplification, we obtain:

nbMsg ¼
Xnt�1

i¼0

ðNi þ 2Þ

� To synchronize a network having N number of nodes, TTD algo-
rithm must take place within the total time:
Fig. 5. Messages complexity TTD solution.
ttotal ¼ ðN þ nt þ 4Þ � ts ð2Þ
where ts is the maximum time required to deliver one message.
The timing sequence relative to each operation of the TTD proto-
col is given in Fig. 4.

Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate the change in the number of messages
and the convergence time with respect to node number.

Note that the number of generated messages is closely related
to the convergence time. When the former increases, it contributes
to the network’s congestion. A congested network with collision
produces message loss, which in turn slows down the convergence
time.

Another evaluation metric that should be considered is the syn-
chronization rate. The synchronization rate refers to the rate of
nodes that can become well synchronized. The frequency of depar-
ture of the vehicles lead to an increase in dropped communication
links during the synchronization task. On the other hand, the new
Fig. 4. The timing sequence of TTD protocol.

Fig. 6. Convergence time in TTD solution.
arrival of vehicles creates new communication links between the
nodes. A reliable communication is quietly needed to synchronize
moving vehicles, which in turn increases the synchronization rate.
The proposed protocol would be able to face those challenges (new
arrival node, link life time, etc.). The TTD protocol, as described in
[34], does not consider the reliability of message exchange, nor
does it consider the synchronization of new arrival nodes, which
affects its reported synchronization rate metric.

In the following sections, we describe our contribution of fault-
tolerant TTD, called Offset Table Robust Broadcasting (OTRB). The
OTRB solution considers the synchronization of new arrival nodes
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and studies the effect of dropped links. Additionally, the aim of the
fault-tolerance in our setting is to prevent the fault-time synchro-
nization information in the network, and to ensure the appropriate
behavior of the solution in the presence of faulty nodes and com-
munication channels.

4. Contribution

The enhanced OTRB protocol provides efficient time synchro-
nization in VANET, thus optimizing message complexity. The sys-
tem consists of vehicles communicating with each other over
multiple wireless hops by using an embedded WiFi card. Inter-
vehicle communications may or may not include a Road Side Unit
(RSU) access point. Vehicles communicate with each other through
Vehicle to Vehicle communication (V2VC), as well as they commu-
nicate with the available RSU through Vehicle to Infrastructure
Communication (V2IC). The network relies on the ability of trans-
mission time synchronization messaging to perform the time syn-
chronization task. The messages are sent via a wireless channel
based on the IEEE 802:11 standard. We assume that the wireless
channel is symmetric, e.g., if node A hears node B, then node B
can also hear node A. For time synchronization, we adopt the fol-
lowing model:

� Initially, each node has a unique identity in the network, and
maintains a list of neighbors, that are nodes within its transmis-
sion range.

� Every node has a notion of time that is based on the oscillation
of crystal quartz. The clock time, CðtÞ, is the time reported by
the clock at the real time t. For an ideal clock, the clock time
CðtÞ is equal to the real time t. The clock offset is defined as
the difference between the clock time and the real time
ðCðtÞ � tÞ.

� The offset of the clock Cj relative to the clock Ci in real-time t is
given by:
Tab
Cloc

N

Dij ¼ CiðtÞ � CjðtÞ ð3Þ
Or:

Dij ¼ Dik þ Dkj ð4Þ
le 2
ks’ notations table.

otation Value

CiðtÞ The time value shown by the local clock of node i at the real
instance t

Dij The clock offset of node j relative to node i
q The maximum clocks’ drift defined by the manufacturer
� The average error tolerated by the application
Dt The round period, that defines the validity period of the calculated

clocks’ offsets

Fig. 7. OTRB prot
� A node is considered well-behaved if the time shown by its local
clock is bounded by the maximum drift (q), which is defined by
the constructor.

� Each node moves freely per its local clock but maintains a time
table containing the offsets related to neighboring nodes.

� A node is considered well-synchronized if the time difference
between this node and each one of its neighbors does not
exceed an acceptable average �, which depends on the
application.

� For mobility management reasons, and since the clock drifts
naturally, achieving a consistent synchronization is important.
Each synchronization period consists of D t time units. The re-
synchronization D t value must be large enough to deal with
all nodal mobility and clock drift issues (see Table 2).

The following sections describe the algorithm in detail.
4.1. OTRB algorithm

The enhanced OTRB algorithm performs time synchronization
message-passing by using four principal phases. The initialization
phase consists of the transporter node selection. The latter broad-
casts a synchronization packet to request its two-hop neighbors
to participate in the synchronization process and to collect the tim-
ing information. In the second phase, the information retrieval
phase, the neighbors synchronize their local clocks and then reply
to the transporter nodes within their scope. The transporter node
uses the timing information received to calculate an offset table
and update the rounded period value (D t). Finally, the broadcasting
of the calculated offsets table by the transporter allows other nodes
to calculate their own offsets and synchronize with its neighbors,
which is the synchronization phase.

Each normal node runs continuously via these four steps every
D t time unit (see Fig. 7).
4.1.1. Transporter node selection phase
The transporter node selection phase strongly affects the algo-

rithm’s performance. Hence, the better the choice of transporter
node, the better algorithm performs. Each transporter node and
in-range neighboring nodes form a small network unit, or cluster.
Selecting the wrong transporter node may cause an instability of
the cluster. In the cluster, the transporter node is the cluster head
(CH) and its neighbors are the cluster members (CMs). The vehicles
that participate in the synchronization process under multiple
transporters are called gateway members (GMs) (see Fig. 8).

To improve the algorithm performance, the cluster formation
should be as stable as possible; this means that the transporter
node should meet some basic requirements, including some that
set limits to the position and the velocity of the individual nodes.
For this reason, the proposed method adopts a novel clustering
algorithm [37–42].
ocol phases.



Fig. 8. Network partitioning.
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The OTRB protocol can also adopt the transporter node selection
with and without RSUs. If an RSU is available, the latter acts as a
coordinator to set transporter nodes with respect to a set of
conditions.
4.1.2. Information retrieval phase
In this phase, messages between the transporter node and its

neighbor nodes are exchanged. The time they take to send and
receive a reply message is used to estimates the offsets and update
the rounded period value D t.

Algorithm 1. Information retrieval algorithm
Each transporter node broadcasts a synchronization packet,
called an advertisement message (ADV-T), which is timestamped
by its own local clock. The synchronization packet contains the
transporter node identity (TID) and the timestamps t0. The trans-
porter node also sends the identity of its nearest node, NTID. The
nearest node will be used to improve the reliability of the message
exchange, it can also calculate and broadcast the offsets table in
case of transporter node failure.

For any other node, say for example node i, when node i receives
the ADV-T message from one transporter node, it marks its local
clock at t1 and then sends a reply message, called a JOIN-
RESPONSE message. The reply message contains the identity of
the node i, the identity of the transporter node TID and the times-
tamps t0; t1 and t2, where t2 indicates the JOIN-RESPONSE message
sending instance. Each node must ‘reply to all’ so that the ADV-T
messages is received by the entire cluster.
4.1.3. Offsets table construction and round period update
After receiving the JOIN-RESPONSE message from each one of

its neighbor nodes, the transporter records the time of its local
clock at the instance t3i. By using the timestamps founded in the
reply messages, the transporter node relies on the offset delay esti-
mation method (see Fig. 1) to calculate the clock offsets relative to
its neighbors.

Dði TIDÞ ¼ ðt1 � t0Þ � ðt3i � t2Þ
2

ð5Þ

The obtained result is stored in a time table as:

time tableTIDðiÞ ¼ Dði TIDÞ ð6Þ
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Also, considering only non-bad clocks and the average error �, the
transporter node updates the round period D t value as follows:

Dt ¼ ðn� rÞ�� 3m�
2ðn� rÞq ð7Þ

For any D t, two well-behaved clocks may drift away at most by
d ¼ 2q, where q here is the maximum drift of all normal nodes
defined by the manufacturer. In distributed systems, it is possible
to have clocks synchronized with a maximum average �, if no more
than one-third of the clocks are bad or byzantine. Bad clocks exhibit
large drift, they can be easily identified and their time values will be
removed. Byzantine clocks are inconsistent nodes that transmit dif-
ferent timestamps to different nodes at the same time. The presence
of one byzantine clock in a distributed system with n nodes can
make any two arbitrary nodes to differ by c ¼ 3�

n sec. If the maxi-
mum drift between any two clocks is restricted to �, the transporter
node can calculate the rounded period D t as follows:

Suppose there are n nodes within the transmission range of the
transporter node in which m byzantine clocks, and r defective
clocks, where mþ r 6 n

3. So, the time difference increases from 3m�
n�r

to � is:

2qDt ¼ �� 3m�
n� r

By simplification, the transporter node calculates the rounded
period value as:

Dt ¼ ðn� rÞ�� 3m�
2ðn� rÞq

Algorithm 2. Offsets table construction and round period update
algorithm
Table 3 hereafter lists the type, number and content of all the
message exchanged during the synchronization process.
4.1.4. Synchronization phase
At this phase, the transporter node broadcasts the updated off-

sets table to all its neighbor nodes allowing them to calculate their
own one.
Algorithm 3. Synchronization phase algorithm
To get synchronized, when the node i receives the time table,
 it
will proceed as follows:
� Initially, to synchronize with the transporter, node i estimates
the offset relative to this latter as:
time tableiðTIDÞ ¼ �time tableTIDðiÞ ð8Þ
We know that the offset of node i relative to the transporter
node TID, DTID i, is given by:
DTID i ¼ CiðtÞ � CTIDðtÞ
Multiplying both sides of this equation by (�1), yields:

�DTID i ¼ �CiðtÞ þ CTIDðtÞ

) �DTID i ¼ CTIDðtÞ � CiðtÞ ¼ Di TID

) DTID i ¼ �Di TID



Fig. 9. Message exchange during one round in the synchronization process.

Table 3
Exchanged messages notation table.

Message notation Designation Content Number

ADV-T The advertisement message sent by the transporter node to
initiate the synchronization process

� TID, the identity of the transporter
node

� NT ID, the identity of the nearest
node of the transporter

� t0, local time in the transporter
node.

nt , the number of transporter nodes
in the current period

JOIN-RESPONSE The reply message send by neighbors of the transporter node Timestamps: t0; t1; t2
Pnt

i¼0Ni

TIME-Table The offsets table sent out by the transporter node The offsets table and the round period
Dt

nt

ACK The acknowledgment message sent out by NT ID node to
confirm the time table deliverance

TID, the identity of the transporter node,
and the timestamps t4

nt
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) time tableiðTIDÞ ¼ �time tableTIDðiÞ �

� After estimating the clock offset relative to the transporter
node, node i relies on Eq. (4) to calculate the clock offsets rel-
ative to each node j in the received table as follows:

time tableiðjÞ ¼ time tableTIDðjÞ þ time tableiðTIDÞ ð9Þ

Also, the nearest node of the transporter broadcasts an
acknowledgment message (ACK) to confirm the time table deliv-
ery. The absence of messages or responses from the nearest node
(NT) during a threshold time is used as an indicator of failed offsets.
Fig. 9 illustrates the message exchange during the synchronization
process in one round.

There are two cases that should be considered:

1. If node i doesn’t receive any time table from the transporter
node, it waits for a threshold time to receive the ACK message.
� If no ACK message delivered, because of a faulty transporter

node, node i updates its list of non-trusted transporters. The
non-trust list contains the identities of all transporter nodes
joined but node i does not receive any time table sent by
them. If the occurrence rate of the transporter node exceeds
a certain threshold value, node i affirms that this transporter
node is no more trust again (Fig. 10 illustrates the comport-
ment of node i when receiving the offsets table).

� If node i receives the acknowledgment message, which
means node i has been moved out of transmission range of
the transporter node. In that case, node i sends a request
message to the nearest gateway member.

2. Whenever new vehicle enters the group, it will be synchronized
to the existing group by getting the offsets table from the gate-
way member or from its nearest neighbor. Contrary to the RBS
protocol, it is not possible to synchronize new arrivals joining
the group; therefore, all vehicles should restart the synchro-
nization process, which may incur some drawbacks.
5. Performances analysis

To evaluate protocol performance, the proposed protocol OTRB
is implemented using the NS2 simulator. The channel’s physical
characteristics are according to the specification of 802.11b, with
channel bit rate of 11 Mbps. Many scenarios were used in which
important parameters have been modified, such as the number
of nodes and their speeds. Thus, at first, nodes were assigned to
random locations and they moved according the mobility model,
named the Intelligent Driver Model including Lane Change (IDM-
LC) [43], made available by VANET MOBIlity SIMulator (VanetMo-
biSim). IDM-LC implements road intersection supervising strategy:
making vehicle nodes slow down, stop or move in accordance with
traffic lights. They are also capable of overtaking to change lane in
multi-lane roads.

Regarding failure, we consider in this step, those occurring from
the model used for communications. Thus, ten percent of the nodes
are randomly considered as failing. In the simulation phase, clocks
were assigned random values and generated in accordance to
Gauss law [44] with average ¼ 0 and d ¼ 10 ppm. We fixed the
maximum drift q at the value 10�4.

In our setting, the delegation of the transporter node has
been made in a distributed manner by considering the main
parameters, which make the cluster as stable as possible. These
parameters include the velocity of the transporter node, its
position, and the number of its neighbors. The velocity of the
node should be averaged according to the environment and
the speed the other vehicles are moving. Also, we should ensure
that the transporter node will not leave its neighboring during
the synchronization process. Therefore, the elected transporter
must be located at the center of its neighboring nodes. The
number of neighbors the transporter node has defines the clus-
ter density and so affects the communication overhead. The
number of neighbors of the transporter node depends on the
transmission range. It is more suitable that this parameter
should be average to minimize the communication overhead



Table 4
Simulation parameters.

Topology (m2) 10,000 ⁄ 10,000
Nodes number 100

Average speed (m/s) 15, 20, 25
Traffic light 6

Mobility model Randomly according to IDM_LC with 2 obstacles
every 100 m2

Range data
transmission (m)

250

Nodes’ failure 10% of nodes
q parameter 10�4

� parameter 10 � 10�3, 5 � 10�3, 2 � 10�3

Simulation time (s) 3600

Fig. 11. Message’s numbe

Fig. 10. Receiving offsets table by node i.
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and to facilitate a reliable and fast broadcasting of the offsets
table (see Table 4).
5.1. Message complexity

The results from the simulation showed that the number of
messages needed to achieve the time synchronization relies on
two main factors: number of moving vehicle nodes (including
the transporter), which is also related to the communication range.
Indeed, the number of required messages increases with the num-
ber of active nodes (see Fig. 11). This results from message replies
sent out by neighboring nodes, which constitute the most mes-
sages produced by a phase in the time synchronization algorithm.
r in different rounds.



Fig. 12. Average convergence time.

Fig. 13. Synchronization rate.
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5.2. Convergence time

The results provided by the simulation point out that when the
number of nodes increases, it leads to the increase of the time con-
vergence for OTRB. This situation is due to the number of involved
nodes, which consequently generate a large number of neighbor
replies (Fig. 12). The average convergence time is practically the
same as in the TTD protocol (see [34]).
5.3. Synchronization rate

The synchronization rate is an important metric to evaluate
the robustness of the proposed solution, which defines the ability
of the protocol to perform time synchronization for the set of
nodes in the network and to ensure reliable communication. As
the protocol achieves the time synchronization per round, and
the latter is calculated with respect to the clock drift, the
synchronization rate is not incremental as our proposition
hypothesized, but is calculated in each round separately. The
synchronization rate in the TTD protocol can decrease in case of
high node mobility and the instability of the cluster or the syn-
chronized group (random transporter node). The simulation
results show that the synchronization rate rises 100% in normal
cases, but decreases to 90% with the injection of fault nodes,
and to ð90� xÞ% if one of them is a transporter node with x
neighbors. By contrast, in the OTRB protocol, the synchronization
rate is improved by (i) the stabilization of the cluster construc-
tion; and (ii) the use of gateway members to synchronize the
new arrival nodes (see Fig. 13).
5.4. The average synchronization error

The average synchronization error is given by averaging the
time-difference between every pair of nodes. Fig. 14 shows that
the average synchronization error of the proposed protocol is
bounded by the average error defined by the application (see
Fig. 14).



Fig. 14. Average synchronization error.
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6. Conclusion

Clock synchronization is a critical issue in VANETs for diverse
crucial purposes including communication, data fusion, coordina-
tion, real-time safety applications, localization, and for many other
applications. In order to face the technical challenges due to the
constraints of instable VANET environments, we have proposed
in this paper, a new time synchronization protocol referred to as
Offsets Table Robust Broadcasting (OTRB). The proposed mecha-
nism provides robust time synchronization with high accuracy.
The robustness is owed, in one side, to the use of the broadcasting
channel and, in the other side, to the acknowledgment message
that ensures the offset table delivery by all nodes. The clock offsets
are calculated using round-trip time mechanism, which offers a
high accuracy with an average error of 16:9 ls. The performance
evaluation of the proposal was carried out using an analytical
model and different pertinent simulation scenarios. The results
obtained by both approaches concur and demonstrate that OTRB
outperforms similar protocols in terms of synchronization rate,
convergence time and messages complexity, preventing so net-
work congestion and communication capabilities degradation.
Even, while the proposed protocol operates by adopting the exist-
ing clustering algorithms, our future work includes the implemen-
tation and the comparison with some protocols in order to
evaluate the algorithm performance.
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